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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable describes the system architecture for the SAVE ENERGY serious game, officially 

known as ‘Green My Place’ (GMP). The document should be continuously validated, updated and 

refined until a satisfactory state is reached.  

 

The basis of the system architecture is a web portal accessible from any computer, instantiating the 

meta-game as a set of Flash pages, containing a set of mini-games and pages of rich content, and 

connected to a social network. This is served from a commercial Virtual Private Server (VPS) that 

provides guaranteed remote access for online play, viewing of high scores and other personal 

information, and social networking. This document provides detailed information on this 

architecture and the technology used. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Abstract 

Deliverable D5.1 provides the system architecture for the serious game ‘Green My Place’ (GMP), as 

an update to the previously delivered document. This architecture will be validated and polished as 

progress is made in the game design (WP3) and development (WP5). 

 

The deliverable supports the development activities in the subsequent tasks from WP5 and, along 

with D3.6, serves as the basis for all the subsequent work for this work package. 

1.2 System Overview 

The system will be comprised of a modular network of interactive components, all based on internet 

technologies.  

 A web portal will instantiate the GMP ‘meta-game’ concept from D3.6. 

 Then, embedded in the portal, multiple direct-play programs will give users immediate 

engagement and enjoyment – this instantiates the ‘mini-games’ concept.  

 Information-rich modules provided via web-page will provide the opportunity to learn about 

real energy-efficiency topics and the measured data from the pilot buildings, promoting the 

serious aspect of the game.  

 Finally, a Web 2.0 social network will link the various registered users together to co-

experience all above-mentioned modules and share all information related with SAVE 

ENERGY. 

 

The portal will be able to communicate with the VPS for reporting the player’s score, browsing 

behavior and other reportage valuable to the scientific aims of SAVE ENERGY. This duplex system will 

also enable the player to browse other player’s scores, and communicate with them. 

 

The Social Network will be implemented around the core structure of the portal, using Web 2.0 

philosophy and HTTP access to the server. 

1.3 Architecture Update 

CKIR inherited the entire responsibility of game design and development from a defunct partner, 

RTS, in project M4. Only a small amount of design work had been done at that time, and rather than 

continue with what we considered a flawed and limiting approach, CKIR decided to start the design 

from a clean slate. Our design approach is documented in D3.6 and its appendices, which together 

form a significant body of work against which previous early efforts can barely be compared. The 

exact differences and arguments for the change are explained below, along with Figure 1, which is a 

schematic of the original architecture provided by the then-responsible partner. 
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Firstly, CKIR’s design for GMP consists not just of a single game design but of a modular hierarchical 

set of games – mini-games within meta-game. This structure is designed to leverage what we know 

from the state of the art on behaviour transformation in the domain of energy use – research that 

was carried out by CKIR as a contribution to T1.5. At the same time as this desktop research, the 

previous work by RTS was read and all good points were taken into consideration. However, the core 

principle of the old design was considered unsound: simulation. The key to effecting behaviour 

change was felt to be missed by a design that had only this one game-play style, which is not a casual 

style appealing to the mass market of gamers. Armed with knowledge of demographic game design 

[Bateman & Boon 2005], as well as the behaviour transformation best practice, the CKIR’s approach 

aimed for mass market appeal, and thus efficacy within the target space. Providing a greater variety 

of more light-weight experiences, embedding them in a competition/collaboration between pilots, 

and enabling much greater social interaction are all key planks in the new design, which tries to 

leverage the state of the art on behaviour transformation in energy use. Naturally, this change had a 

knock on effect on the architecture. 

 
Figure 1 – Schematic of the original architecture, as envisioned by then partner RTS 

 

Since M4 in the reporting period, CKIR has taken the defunct architecture of RTS and evolved to a 

completely new concept, based entirely online. The DoW game architecture (fat client, client-server) 

is replaced by a totally online solution. The online solution enables:  

 Closer integration with existing online services, such as social networks, as well being more 

light-weight on the users machine.  
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 The latter implies that the user does not need to be technically adept or even have 

administrator rights to their machine.  

 The scalability and dissemination possibilities are also greater, with no installer to platform-

test or publicise.  

 The users receive a totally up-to-date product at every log on, with no need to distribute 

upgrades (which potentially require IT sysadmin intervention to install, especially in a work 

environment).  

 Security and privacy issues can be responded to in real-time, as there are no active 

components kept inaccessible to the development team on the client-side.  

 Code bugs can be dealt with in the same manner.  

 The format is familiar to users of the many free online services, such as the Google suite of 

products.  

 Finally, the target range of machines is almost universal (of the current high-profile 

platforms, only iPad/iPhone and Android phones do not support Flash). 
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2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system architecture was designed with reliability and scalability in mind. The expansion 

possibilities of this project demand a scalable architecture, while being able to have an affordable, 

yet reliable startup configuration. A purely web-based configuration enables the project, or future 

projects, to leverage scaling models, services and technologies that have been field tested by web 

enterprises that have gone before. 

2.1 General 

The general architecture, described in Figure 2, is based on web-browser technologies in a multi-

server, thin client configuration. Users browse to a web page to access the portal which represents 

the ‘Green My Place’ game, where they have the opportunity to register an account, log in with that 

account, or log in as a guest. From within the portal, energy-saving related mini-games, information 

and social nets are available ‘on-demand’, served by the GMP Virtual Private Server (VPS) or other 

SAVE ENERGY servers hosting the real energy data. 

 

 
Figure 2 – General Architecture 

 

These services are present in two virtual server machines (one for the game, one for the pilot data – 

see D4.3) which can scale up to a cluster to accommodate a larger number of users. This may be 

particularly useful given the modular components, since users can pick the components they prefer 

to use which may grow the audience exponentially, and require servicing of many inter-personal 

communication requests. For instance, the demand for satisfying communication requests could be 

much higher if audience participation grows broadly (with many people trying out small sections of 
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the game) than if it grows deeply (with fewer persons trying more sections). Of course, the ideal 

target audience is engaged both broadly and deeply. 

 

The schematic in Figure 3 describes the communication channels between services and servers. The 

GMP web portal allows access to various Flex/Flash based games, which access the servers via 

internet protocols to display data for the player, such as their own score or pilot energy data. Inter-

server architecture is described in more detail below, and in D4.3. 

 
Figure 3 – Client-to-server communication schematic 

2.2 ‘Thin’ Client 

The client-side architecture consists of a web portal, with embedded mini-games and displays of 

real-world data and information, plus an adjoining social network. The ´customer-facing´elements 

that create game play are described in more detail in D3.6, but a simple schematic is shown in Figure 

4 below for convenience. The web portal will be hosted on a VPS, and thus accessible via HTTP from 

any internet-connected computer capable of playing Flash content. 

 

The core of Green My Place – the meta-game – plus the mini-games and displays of pilot data, are all 

run on the client-side using Adobe Flash Player technology. They are developed in the Flex 

framework, and we used a combination of off-the-shelf and self-developed APIs to code the 

functional components of the games, such as pathfinding, translation, etc. This technology is 

described further in chapter 3. 

 

Communication with the servers for player accounts, pilot data and social networks will be made 

through web services calls (HTTP). This ensures stable behavior even when the client-side is behind 

proxy configurations. 
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Figure 4 – Schematic of the client-side architecture 

 

2.3 Server 

The server-side architecture can be considered to be divided into three modules: player account 

storage, pilot data storage and social net services (coming mainly from the cloud). This is shown in 

Figure 5 on the following page. Data storage is sectioned into three functional areas. One area serves 

real energy data coming from the pilots, another supports the social networking functionality, and 

the third serves the game clients (scores, player accounts, etc). 

2.3.1 Save Energy Pilot Data 

The Save Energy repository on the iCenter server will be updated regularly with data from the pilot 

buildings. This repository will be accessed by the game in order to display the relative scores of the 

pilot buildings, and allow the player to investigate the detailed status of their own pilot’s energy use 

on-demand. The communication protocol for traffic between the GMP VPS and iCenter will be based 

on internet protocols TCP/IP and HTTP. 

 

The data that the game uses will be of two hierarchical forms. On the higher level, each pilot building 

will be represented by a normalised score for energy savings. This score represents the difference 

between pilot energy consumption within test areas and within control areas. For instance, in the 

Leiden pilot, two office rooms are designated test and two control. The test rooms run all of the 

SAVE ENERGY interventions, Energy Management System (EMS), feedback and serious game, while 

the control rooms only include monitoring of energy use. Thus, the difference between test and 

control rooms will indicate the efficacy of the SAVE ENERGY interventions. Obtaining a single value 

for energy use in each pilot, by means of extrapolation from the measurements, allows comparison 

between them once the values are normalised. Thus the iCenter must contain data aggregating all 
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the energy meters in both test and control locations within each pilot. This data should be updated 

at least once per hour, although it may be displayed as averages across periods as long as months. 

 
Figure 5 – Schematic of data, player & social servers, and customer linkage 

 

In order to obtain this data, GMP will query the iCenter database on the ISA server. The current plan 

(this may be reviewed after full-scale testing) is to query the ISA server once per hour and then store 

the information in the PostgreSQL database on GMP server. The frequency is once per hour since 

that seems to be the granularity for the average consumption data from the iCenter and for game 

purposes we don’t need anything more accurate than that.  

 

The lower hierarchical level mentioned is unmodified per-meter data from the pilot metering setup 

(as are described in WP6). Per-meter data could be shown to the player in the ‘Learn More’ page of 

the GMP portal (to improve energy-use self-awareness), but is not regularly required by the game so 

there is no need to store it on the GMP server as it can be requested from the ISA server on demand. 

The actual implementation of the application that queries the iCenter may not even be Rails-based, 

because anything that can run on the server once per hour and can talk with the database will work, 

and consultation with ISA may reveal that another technology is necessary/faster. 

 

Based on this, the data model as envisioned at this time will consist of tables where every pilot's 

consumption is listed for each hour, day and month. 

2.3.2 Social Network 

The social network will be implemented by customizing available Open Source middleware. Various 

possibilities are being evaluated but the implementation will follow the Server architecture shown 

previously. This module will have access to the Social Network data itself, and the Save Energy 

repository, which will be updated regularly with information from the pilots. 
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2.3.3 Player Accounts and Data 

Player account data, including high-Scores, will be held on the GMP VPS. The VPS will support the 

communication of all components, and storage of user data, working through standard internet 

protocols TCP/IP and HTTP. This will allow reliable communication between the client and server-

sides, even when behind proxy configurations. The social network will also access (with the same 

protocols) some of this information, sharing it among GMP ‘friends’ and facilitating interaction. 

 

Database Design 

Our data base (DB) schema handles the data storage for GMP player accounts, including scores and 

tracking of player participation activity, such as which parts of the site they visit each time, which 

mini-games they play, what pilot data or energy-efficiency data they view. This supports the goals of 

the project to understand the processes of behaviour change scientifically. The DB schema was 

initiated over several brainstorming sessions and then developed to reflect the requirements of the 

evolving game design. DB testing with artificial users has so far shown that the design is reliable and 

robust. In the early phase SQLite was used for prototyping, but it was soon replaced by PostgreSQL. 

Figure 6 below describes the DB schema at the time of writing – the next review of this design will 

happen as part of full-scale beta testing of GMP, when real users across Europe are playing. 

 
Figure 6 – Database design for Green My Place 
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2.3.4 GMP Server Solution 

As mentioned above, the iCenter server for pilot data is provided by another part of the project, and 

the social networking component will be mostly served by the cloud. The final server for player data 

is the GMP Virtual Private Server (VPS). 

 

A VPS is a method of splitting a server. Each virtual server can run its own full-fledged operating 

system, and each server can be independently rebooted. The practice of partitioning a single server 

so that it appears as multiple servers has long been common practice in mainframe computers, but 

has seen resurgence lately with the development of virtualization software and technologies for 

other architectures. 

 

GMP is using a Linode (Linux Node) deployment in London, England. Linodes are full virtualized 

instances running Linux-based operation systems operating under a Xen hypervisor. The chosen 

(new) deployment is located at Telecity Group’s state-of-the-art Powergate facility (tour) with 

peering to many well connected providers including Deutsche Telekom, Interoute, Level3, PCCW-

BTN, Telia and Tiscali. As an ad-hoc test, the average approximate round-trip time from the author’s 

machine in Helsinki to the GMP IP address on the London Linode VPS was 39 milliseconds. Some of 

the features and advantages of this system are listed below. 

Linode offers a comprehensive and highly configurable service – in other words, all the freedom of 

owning one’s own machine, plus the security of professional technical support and economies of 

scale. Additionally, this solution offers: 

 Complete control through a custom VPS control panel, the Linode Platform Manager (LPM), 

console access via the Linode Shell, and Xen virtualization 

 Ease of upgrade (see section 3.3.2 below) 

 Strong and open community sites (forums, FAQs, blog, and a wiki-style Linode Library) 

 Base-image provides a minimal Linux-based system derived from one’s choice of a wide 

range of popular distributions of Linux operating systems 

 99.9% uptime, guaranteed 

 Guaranteed minimum CPU and RAM 

 Speedy customer support with a ticket system 

2.3.5 Back Office Solution 

Most of the back office is provided by the Ruby on Rails framework, used for website development, 

and additional plugins for Rails. A brief overview is given here, and described in more detail in 

section 3.3.  

 

When user is logged in as root (with administrator privileges), the web portal at greenmyplace.net 

provides pages for Creating, Reading, Updating or Destroying (CRUD) any of the embedded content. 

This includes the mini-games, localizable mini-game descriptions, users, wiki-content (also 

localizable) and pilots. There is also an admin panel, which currently is a wiki-page that has links to 

the CRUD pages just mentioned. 
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All language content is extensive – this means it exists on the server as separate from the visual 

content like Flash. The format of text storage depends on the technology it is used in, but is always a 

plaintext (i.e. lightweight) format, for instance the Flash games use .xml files to store text. Thus 

localization of server messages or mini-games can be done by editing the locale files on the server. 

On top of this administration feature set, a basic SQL query set will be implemented to quickly show 

researchers some descriptive statistics regarding the data recorded on the players. The exact format 

of these queries will be specified pending the full testing of the GMP system in summer 2010 – but 

the types of functions the queries will serve will include set theoretic functions for group analysis, 

and game theory functions for decision analysis. 

2.3.6 Disaster Prevention and Recovery  

At the most basic level of insurance, the code for the web site is stored in SVN repository, so in case 

something breaks the code, it can be reverted. The SVN repository is hosted on the Linode server, 

but the head revision is also stored at CKIR, so even if the whole server goes down, we still have the 

code. 

 

As for the database, it can be easily and regularly dumped with a cron script, to a backup storage 

server at CKIR. Current tests show that the whole database dumped is 228K and gzipped 44K, with 

1000 test users and a few other tables. Of course, the size will go radically up if we have millions of 

rows of game scores. Thus regular tests will assess the size of the dump, and if it becomes excessive 

to manage across the available bandwidth will either be simply split, or redirected to a backup 

Linode within another deployment in the mainland US. Linode’s inter-deployment linkage is 

extremely high bandwidth. 

 

Since all of the required operations for a recovery operation are web-based, and Linode guarantees 

its service, the potential downtime caused by a catastrophic failure would be no more than minutes 

after the first report. Since the Linode configuration is also monitored, first report would be 

extremely fast. CKIR employees responsible are equipped with web-enabled mobiles to activate the 

recovery process, so response to first report is also guaranteed to be fast. 

2.3.7 System Configuration 

The system configuration is described in further detail in chapters 3 & 4, so this section is just the 

very quick overview of what is described there, making it easy to see all in one glance. If a 

reconfiguration was kept within Linode, all configuration of software within a Linode VPS is installed 

and set up independently of their system, and so is totally within the sysadmins ability to control. 

More information is available about the specific processor the Linode system is using, by 

investigating the contents of the /proc/cpuinfo file on the Linux file system.  

 

The web framework Ruby on Rails is the backbone of GMP. With Ruby, and Rails, there is a package 

manager called RubyGems, which is used for handling Ruby-related packages, plugins etc. 
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Installing Ruby, RubyGems and Rails depends entirely on the system, but for example on Ubuntu 

(one of the Linux distros available on Linode), it should be sufficient to install RubyGems with apt-

get. Depending on the version of RubyGems, it might have to be updated too with "sudo gem install 

rubygems-update". 

 

That done, Rails should be installed with "sudo gem install rails -v=2.3.5" or if the system has 

package manager with new enough Rails, install through that. After that, simply copying the rails 

application folder to a suitable directory should be enough. The gems used are packed within the 

folder, so installing them separately shouldn't be necessary, but depending on the system some 

native extension might have to be built (e.g. the PostgreSQL gem uses native extensions for speed). 

 

Probably it would be best to install Passenger too, for speed, but that should be very painless. The 

hardest part is configuring Apache or nginx (which is again faster) but the instructions are readily 

available through Passenger's site. 

 

For even more speed, one could install Ruby Enterprise Edition, which is a version of Ruby designed 

to work well with Passenger. Or you could install Ruby 1.9, which should work faster, but might have 

surprises. To date, the development team has tried Passenger + Ruby EE, but not nginx or Ruby 1.9. 

 

To sum up, the simple configuration instruction set is as follows: 

1) Install Ruby 1.8.7 

2) Install RubyGems (And update if needed) 

3) Install Rails 2.3.5 through RubyGems or system's package manager 

4) Copy directory 

Optional (given in order of our preference): 

5) Install Passenger and configure (Of course configuring depending on the server, 

Apache/nginx) 

6) Install Ruby Enterprise Edition 

7) Install nginx and configure 

2.3.8 Trust and Privacy 

Data ownership and user privacy are some of the most critical issues to most of the pilots. The ISA 

iCenter platform introduces interesting solutions to address these problems. When data is uploaded 

from the pilots to the iCenter it can be tagged as private, meaning that some end-user services can 

use it with restrictions or not being able to use it at all; on the other hand some end-user services 

can have access to the full data, like the Energy Efficiency services for trend analysis and user 

behaviour analysis. This solution allows not only to address the privacy issues raised by some 

partners in the previous project meeting held in Leiden, but at the same time allows full data 

analysis without compromising the privacy policies in place at each pilot experiment. 

 

From the GMP side, privacy and data protection are required to protect the users, who give personal 

information when registering an account. To solve this, each registrant must choose a unique 
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username, and a strong password (at least 6 alpha-numerical characters with mixed 

uppercase/lowercase). Password saving is secured with hashed password and salt. The registration 

system is protected from bots by the Re-Captcha system, which requires user entry of two words 

displayed in fonts that cannot be read by an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system. 

2.4 Localisation 

All components of the website and mini-games will be language-localised to all 5 languages of the 

pilot partners – English (the development language), Dutch, Portuguese, Swedish and Finnish. There 

is also the possibility to localise to Chinese. Localisation will be technically implemented in one of 3 

different ways, depending on the component. 

2.4.1 Web-Site Localisation 

The framework for implementing the website is Ruby on Rails (see sections 3.3 and 4.1). Within this 

framework, localisation features are already provided to a degree (and are documented online by 

the framework developers and community). All that remains for the developer is to create the 5 text 

resource files (in .haml format) for each page of the website, with the correct annotations for the 

respective placement of each piece of text. The dynamic page building system (a piece of Ruby code 

for each page) then takes the tagged text and inserts it into the page structure in the correct place. 

Testing ensures that the page correctly displays the text in all available languages. 

2.4.2 Mini-game Localisation 

The mini-games use the Flex framework, as described in section 3.2. This makes heavy use of 

external .mxml resource files, which can be used to specify anything to be included in the game (see 

sections 3.2.1 and 4.2.1 for more detail). The development team then has to provide language 

resource files to the mini-games, with each text element tagged so the game logic knows where to 

put it. Localisation is then just a matter of reproducing these .mxml files in all 5 languages, and 

testing to ensure they are all displayed correctly. 

2.4.3 Wiki Knowledge-base Localisation 

Within the web portal, there will be pages hosting energy-efficiency information, such as the Learn 

More page. The material on this page will be drawn from the SAVE ENERGY knowledge repository, 

and depending on which language the player is viewing the website in, different information will be 

retrieved for him/her. Thus localisation will be achieved both linguistically, and in terms of displayed 

the most relevant information to particular users depending on their home country. 
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3 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING ENVIRONMENT 

In this chapter the technologies used, both Off-The-Shelf (OTS) and developed in-house, are 

described and discussed in detail. Implementing the various components – web portal, mini-games, 

social network and serious content – required multiple technologies, both OTS and developed in-

house. All OTS technology used was either open-source, freeware, or available in-house via 

institutional license. The choice to place the game online essentially guaranteed that this could be 

done, thanks to the host of open solutions available for web development. Thus, the technologies 

actually used were chosen because they were best-of-breed.  

3.1 Project Management 

One of the first development tools needed was good a project and code management system. 

Fortunately, nowadays these products come bundled together and free in the form of Trac. 

Our Trac site, at http://greenmyplace.net/trac, allows for the web-based management of the 

development project. The software helps to simplify effective tracking and handling of software 

issues, enhancements and overall progress, and effectively formalise communication between team 

members. 

 

Trac uses a minimalistic approach to web-based software project management, so it imposes as little 

as possible on a team's established development process and policies. It provides an interface to 

Subversion (or other version control systems), plus an integrated Wiki and convenient reporting 

facilities. These include wiki mark-up in issue descriptions and commit messages, creating links and 

seamless references between bugs, tasks, changesets, files and wiki pages. A timeline shows all 

current and past project events in order, making the acquisition of an overview of the project and 

tracking progress very easy. The roadmap shows the road ahead, listing the upcoming milestones. 

 

Our SVN client software is in fact TortoiseSVN, which neatly integrates with the Windows Explorer 

file management software. Thus the code can either be checked out to a native folder on the 

developers’ machine, or via the web interface on Trac. 

3.2 Flex Development Environment 

The Flex 3 framework is used for the development of the mini-games and Flash parts of the website. 

Thus, for those components, the development environment is described as follows. 

3.2.1 Flex Framework 

Flex is a free, open source framework for building expressive web applications that deploy 

consistently on all major browsers, desktops, and operating systems. It provides a modern, 

standards-based language and programming model that supports common design patterns and a 

fast, enterprise-class client runtime based on ubiquitous Adobe Flash Player software. Flex enables 
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to create highly interactive, expressive applications that dramatically enhance the user experience, 

increasing their satisfaction. 

 

Flex offers the MXML, an XML-based markup language to build and lay out graphic user interfaces. 

Interactivity is achieved through the use of ActionScript, the core language of Flash Player that is 

based on the ECMAScript standard. 

 

In a multi-tiered model, Flex applications serve as the presentation tier. Unlike page-based HTML 

applications, Flex applications provide a stateful client where significant changes to the view don't 

require loading a new page. Similarly, Flex and Flash Player provide many useful ways to send and 

load data to and from server-side components without requiring the client to reload the view. 

3.2.2 How is Flex different from Flash? 

Both Flash and Flex applications are rendered in the browser using the Adobe Flash Platform 

runtimes, including Flash Player, and outside the browser using the Adobe AIR runtime. 

 

Flash Professional is the leading authoring tool for web developers, multimedia professionals, 

animators, and videographers who want to create interactive content. The Flash Platform is 

originally designed to an animation metaphor however it is used nowadays by programmers wanting 

to create much more. 

 

Flex provides a workflow and programming model that is familiar to developers and a standard, 

easy-to-learn application framework to create Flash files. 

3.2.3 Development Tools 

For development, Windows with FlashDevelop and Mac OS with Eclipse are used. 

 

FlashDevelop is a free and open source (MIT license) general purpose source code editor: 

 Easy to use editor with syntax highlighting, bookmarks and tasks (TODO) handling. 

 Comprehensive Find and Replace Dialog. 

 Find in Files dialog. 

 Intuitive and very flexible panel based interface. 

 Advanced snippet completion (code templates) and integrated snippet editor. 

 Open plug-in based architecture. 

 

FlashDevelop offers advanced ActionScript coding support: 

 Supports three languages: ActionScript 2, ActionScript 3 & MXML and HaXe. 

 Brilliant Actionscript Code Completion (IntelliSense) and code generators. 

 Code completion for XML, MXML and HTML 

 Code navigation (jump to declaration), just pressing F4/Shift-F4. 

 Easy integration with Flash and command line compilers, just using Ctrl+Enter to compile. 
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 Integrated Project Manager to handle all the project assets, properties and files. 

 Smart project templates to quickly get started. 

 Instant .swf building with MTASC or MXMLC using custom comment tag @mtasc/@mxmlc. 

 Easy to use Context API search. 

 Customized GUI for AS2API & ASDocs documentation generators. 

 

Eclipse is a multi-language software development environment comprising an integrated 

development environment (IDE) and an extensible plug-in system. Here are some of its advantages: 

 Provides a consistent feature set on most platforms. 

 Supports more than just Java or any single language. 

 Open source and free, yet fully supported. 

 Truly extensible and configurable. 

 Industrial strength. 

3.3 Ruby-On-Rails Website Framework 

The web framework used is called ‘Ruby on Rails’, sometimes shortened to Rails or RoR. Ruby is in 

fact a light-weight interpreted programming language, similar to PHP. So Rails is therefore an API 

implemented in Ruby for creating web pages. The following discussion details some of the 

advantages and features of RoR. 

3.3.1 Why use a framework to create a single web site? 

Applications in general and especially web applications have a lot common with each others. For 

example: User is shown (mostly) static pages. There needs to be logging in. There will be users. 

There will be forms. The data coming in has to be checked. You have to protect against Cross-site 

scripting (or other HTML injections), SQL injections, Cross-site request forgery, etc. There are objects 

that need to be Created, Read, Updated and Deleted. In fact it’s such a common pattern, it has a 

well established acronym: CRUD. Objects in our project that currently need CRUD are: users, mini-

games, static pages, mini-game descriptions, text elements to be translated into 5 languages (6 if 

Chinese is included as planned), and more. 

Most frameworks make creating CRUD-style objects easy, with plain PHP, there is lots of code you 

have to make and then repeat. 

 

Some of the reasons to use a good, ready-made framework include1: 

 The frameworks are made by professionals that have years of experience on good design 

patterns such as directory structure, ways to implement templates, etc. 

                                                           
1
 Several more complete discussions of frameworks can be found at: 

http://kylecordes.com/2008/05/11/please-web-framework/ 

http://web2.0entrepreneur.com/7/why-you-should-use-a-web-applicationframework.html 

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/873195/why-use-a-web-framework-likerails-over-php 

http://www.innovatingtomorrow.net/2008/02/11/7-reasons-use-webframework 
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 The code has been tested over and over again by thousands of developers. Debugging your 

own framework would be a huge task even if you could implement the basics quickly. 

 It will protect against security threats you didn’t even know exist. Most sites might not have 

information such as bank account numbers, but even if there is simple user information such 

as names, locations or just e-mails, security becomes very important. 

 There already are powerful methods that are needed over and over again. Why re-invent 

the wheel? 

 Easy separation of the functionality and representation. This allows for changing appearance 

of the site without a hassle. With good frameworks you can even change the underlying 

database without a problem. 

 In recent years web frameworks have evolved a lot from the early times. 

 The bottom line is: Using a framework saves a lot of time. 

3.3.2 Why use Ruby on Rails? 

Ruby on Rails is one of the frameworks (if not the framework) that started the revolution in web 

framework design. As already mentioned, many of the most popular PHP frameworks have been 

inspired by Rails. It’s based on DRY (Don’t Repeat Yourself) and convention over configuration.2  The 

Rails framework implements the Model-View-Controller (MVC) approach. The point of the MVC-

based approach is that changing parts of the application shouldn’t interfere with other parts. For 

example, for testing different templates, we coded a simple theme system. Tests are trivially done 

by adding ‘?theme=theme_new’ after any site URL. For implementing user-chosen themes, there 

would be a user interface for selecting them. 

The development server we have been using is called Passenger (a module for Apache (or nginx)), 

designed to be fast and memory efficient, at least as fast as PHP frameworks3. As a language Ruby 

may be less well known that PHP, and consequently less developers have experience with it. 

However it is actually very similar to PHP or other dynamic languages, so for a programmer familiar 

with those languages, learning Ruby is almost as easy as just checking the differences between the 

languages. 

While learning Ruby is quickly taken care of, Rails is a lot bigger animal. The Rails API documentation 

in http://apidock.com/rails mentions 6635 methods (of course most of those are inter-class 

duplicates). Additionally MVC style architecture is not as simple for the developer as an ad-hoc 

system. Yet against this, there is a strong Rails community motivated to support and make learning it 

easy (the Apidock link above is an example – not the official API, it’s made by the community as a 

nicer alternative for the official one). 

                                                           
2
 A video from Ryan Bates (of Railscasts.com fame) underlines almost all of the good parts in developing web 

applications with Ruby on Rails. 

http://media.rubyonrails.org/video/rails_blog_2.mov 
3
 For example here is one benchmark: 

http://www.beyondcoding.com/2008/05/26/ruby-on-rails-passenger-modrailsvs-codeigniter-and-kohana/ 
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3.3.3 Alternative Solutions 

Two alternative solutions quickly spring to mind for a project of this size, so it is worth dealing with 

them briefly. 

1. Simple mixing of PHP and HTML  

This is the first thing that most web developers learn, and some simply always stick with it. 

Just make a HTML file for each of the pages, then rename them to .php and start adding 

functionality. One problem with this approach is that there will be lots of repetition of things 

like escaping the parameters to protect from SQL injections, checking values given in forms, 

getting things from the database, etc. Additionally, in the simplest approach, changing the 

appearance of the site is impossible without having to do a lot of work by moving all the 

code to a new version of the site and then modifying it to fit in. From the perspective of 

longevity, the page will end up being an “unmaintainable mess”. 

2. Building a private framework  

Next thing is of course moving things that are used often into a separate file. For example 

instead of copy and pasting the menu for each page, it is easy to use code such as 

“include(’menu_partial.php’);” instead. One could also make functions for handling database 

calls, capitalizing words coming from database, creating links that work even if the page is 

moved to another location, etc, etc. This solves lots of the problems in the first approach. 

However, what it basically means is coding a framework. It would be easier to use and 

simpler than ready-made frameworks, but there will still be a learning curve for anyone 

wanting to continue the work. In addition, building a flexible and bug-free system will take 

lots of time. Yet another problem is that it’s impossible to know beforehand what kind of 

structures will be used in the future, so the simpler the framework, the harder it is to build 

upon it. 

3.4 Production Environment 

The "production environment" comprises the applications and systems, and supporting systems 

infrastructure, that the end users and the customers of an organization access and use on an 

operational basis to execute their processes and transactions. In business terms, this is the set of 

components that would cause a direct financial loss in the event of service degradation.  

 

In the case of GMP, the user’s web browser, with embedded Flash player, work directly with the 

Linode VPS to comprise the ‘customer-facing’ production environment. Behind this, the Linode VPS 

talks regularly to the ISA iCenter to acquire data, which puts that server in the production 

environment, along with all of the hardware and software that feeds data from the pilots. This 

stretches the production environment to a large host of machines, which raises the probability of 

system failure within the data provision portion of the game. Several ‘graceful failure’ mechanisms 

will be implemented to handle this. 

 Storage on the GMP VPS of data obtained from the iCenter 

 Since data is displayed in time periods from months down to minutes, failure of regular data 

acquisition can result in denial of service to only the affected time period, i.e. minutes. 
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 ‘Bursty’ disruption of regular data acquisition can be handled by interpolation with dead 

reckoning algorithm. 

 

For the ‘customer-facing’ components, the very wide range of user platforms, browsers and 

operating systems require a very thorough test and stage process. Fortunately, this is well catered 

for with web-based solutions. 

3.5 Testing/Staging Environment 

The test environment is a set of resources and controls directing them in which the service can be 

stress-tested or projected changes to the service can be tested without impacting the production 

environment, i.e. the operation of the "live" service. 

An entirely web-based product circumvents one disadvantage of installed code – finding or 

emulating a wide range of platforms, Operating Systems (OS),  and ancillary hardware (such as 

graphics cards) to do the testing. Instead, it is possible to use online testing suites. Also, of course, 

game-play testing can be performed with any player anywhere in the world, without even having to 

send them an installer. 

3.5.1 Testing of the Website 

To make sure that every user of the project is able to use and enjoy our website the way we meant it 

to be, cross browser and OS testing is an important part of the development. Cross browser testing 

is a type of compatibility testing designed to ensure that a web application behaves correctly 

(sometimes identically) across several different browsers and/or browser versions, on different OSs. 

As little as one year ago, there were almost no good options for testing cross-browser compatibility 

of websites. The tools out there usually had significant drawbacks – either in cost, capabilities, or 

time required. Lately, though, there have been a lot of newcomers to the browser testing world, 

some of which offer truly excellent services and help the development. We are currently evaluating 

two solutions: 

 

Xenocode Browser Sandbox4  

This is a game-changer for browser testing on Windows-based machines. With a single click of your 

mouse you can have an open and working browser without any installation. You can test in various 

IE versions, Firefox, Google Chrome, and even Safari, with full code execution, not just screenshots. 

To top everything off, the entire service is provide free of charge. There is currently no Macintosh 

support, which is why using an additional product alongside may be the best solution. 

 

Cross-Browser Testing5 

CrossBrowserTesting.com makes things as easy as logging in and selecting an available machine with 

the browser/OS you want. Once you pick your OS and browser you can begin your testing. Free 5 

minute test sessions for registered users, and a lot more than that for paid users. 

                                                           
4
 http://www.spoon.net/Browsers/ 

5
 http://crossbrowsertesting.com/ 
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You can use a web-based java applet to connect to their remote test machines, or you can use a 

local VNC client if you have one installed. Their system allows full testing of a site’s interactivity and, 

like Xenocode’s solution, is not just screenshots. 

3.5.2 Mini-game Testing 

Testing the mini-games is logically divided in two. The game-play testing describes how the potential 

or actual audience reacts to the game. Technical testing is more rigorous and is designed to seek out 

bugs and flaws for correction. 

 

Game-play Testing 

There has been numerous testing sessions held with all kinds of people from different age groups 

and backgrounds: 

 inside Aalto-CKIR with workers on the project and others 

 in both of the Helsinki pilots with several different classes, including pupils and their 

teachers 

 with project partners in all 5 pilots 

CKIR has been actively building additional value on top of the game development process. This 

includes working with the students of local university and partner Metropolia, to foster creation of a 

student mini-game development team, and also contribute as formal game testers. As part of their 

project work, the students involved as testers will be provided with a Tweak Tester’s Guide to Game 

Tuning document, plus a member of CKIR´s team will act as their QA lead. The guide document 

explains in detail what they should look out for while testing and how they should report their 

experiences with each game. The process of reporting on a mini-game includes roughly 3 steps: 

 

1. First impressions report: a subjective report on the first play-through of the game 

2. Most participation will be in QA, and game tuning or ‘tweak testing’. QA is about finding 

bugs. Tweak testing is about getting the game-play and narrative elements correct. Both are 

reported in the same manner, using the QA report form we provide. 

3. Blind testing: the tester gathers some friends or other contacts who play games of the style 

being tested. In the case of Metropolia students, it will be very helpful to use the game 

developing students as blind testers, if they have time. These blind-testers then play until 

they wish to stop.  

The purpose of Blind Testing is to see how someone reacts to a game. Their response for the 

first 5 minutes to 10 minutes of play is the most important, although it may go for longer. 

The tester’s role is to observe them, and report on their enjoyment and problems. 

 

The QA lead‘s job is to follow up their process and provide them with help if needed to make sure 

the testing goes smoothly and we get the most useful data possible. 

 

Technical testing 

Testing of the mini-games in the technical aspect includes: 
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 Testing if the produced swf files are small enough so that they load fast on the user’s 

computer even if they have a slow one and bad internet connection. 

 Stress test: this refers to tests that determine the robustness of the mini-games by testing 

beyond the limits of normal operation. While stress testing, we try to put a greater 

operational load on the mini-game than would occur under normal circumstances. 

These tests can also be undertaken by the student testers with sufficient supervision from their QA 

lead. 

3.6 Compatibility and Requirements 

The fully browser based architecture ensures that anybody with an internet connected computer (of 

sufficient specification) can enjoy the GMP game. The game specifications require a modern 

browser, but not necessarily a cutting edge version number. Any one of the following browsers, or 

later versions, is sufficient: Firefox 1.0, Internet Explorer 5.0, Mozilla 1.7, Netscape 4, Opera 6, Safari 

3.0, Shira 2.0, Chrome 2.0, Lynx 2.1, Seamonkey 1.0, and more.  

 

Applications developed with Flex 3 require Flash Player 9 or higher. Flash Player 10 is currently 

deployed on more than 95% of Internet-connected personal computers. 

3.6.1 ‘Client’ Hardware 

The hardware requirements for running the Game Client are: 

- Operating System: any 

- Platform: any except iPhone or iPad 

- CPU: 600 Mhz 

- RAM: 256MB 

3.6.2 System Load and Server Hardware Requirements 

The system architecture, with modular separation, facilitates scalability since it provides a natural 

way of creating a server cluster. For up to a few tens of thousands of users, the game modules can 

all be hosted by a single server solution. The Linode Virtual Private Server solution we have chosen is 

the second lowest capacity from the table below yet should still be capable of handling roughly 

300,000 individual page requests per month. 30 is a conservative estimate of the number of page 

requests per session, implying that such a system could handle 10,000 play sessions per month. 

Since the design calls for just 1 play session per player per week, that means the system can handle 

2,500 players. This is more than enough for the populations of the pilot buildings as they stand. 

 

Table 1 - The capacity options for the GMP game server 

RAM 360MB 540MB 720MB 1080MB 1440MB 2880MB 

Storage 16GB 24GB 32GB 48GB 64GB 128GB 

Transfer 200GB 300GB 400GB 600GB 800GB 1600GB 
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Additionally, the estimates given above are based on pre-optimisation evaluation of the system. 

Various caching optimisation steps are recommended for the enterprise web service, more on which 

can be read at the following link describing the importance of caching and using the correct tools: 

http://ryanbigg.com/2009/06/how-to-make-your-rails-application-578-times-faster/ 

3.7 Upgrades/Fixes 

As a general operating principle in web-based systems, including GMP, an upgrade or change to the 

service resources or software would be tested in the test environment while the production 

environment is running the current system configuration. When the upgrade or change has been 

demonstrated to provide the desired functionality and sufficient reliability, it is moved to the 

production environment to make this upgrade or change available to the users of the website. The 

more closely the test environment reflects the production environment, the more closely the 

performance results obtained in the test environment will reflect the performance obtained in the 

production environment. 

3.7.1 Game Upgrades 

As was already mentioned, one advantage of basing the architecture entirely online is that it can be 

upgraded and fixed invisibly, at any time, without the user even knowing it. All upgrades and fixes 

are built in the development environment and then put through the test environment. Therefore, 

once the source code of the mini-games or GMP portal is debugged and new features are added, the 

new code can be deployed on the server side and take effect immediately. No plugins or patches 

need to be released, and no additional instructions or assistance need to be provided to the users. 

This way the users receive a totally up-to-date product at every log on, with no need to distribute 

upgrades. 

3.7.2 Server Upgrades 

Since the game design is open access, the target audience may expand beyond the pilot buildings. In 

that case, the Linode server chosen comes with many features for enabling scalability and reliability.  

 Upgrades to higher capacity are made easy using the Linode resize facility – all data, 

configuration profiles, and IP addresses move directly to a new server. 

 Clone a disk image from one Linode to another 

 Move IPs from one Linode to another 

 IP address fail over support for high availability setups 

 Additionally, transfer quotas are soft caps – if they’re exceeded by only a few GB there is 

usually no invoice. Notification is also sent at 80% of the monthly quota. 

 

An upgrade plan can be described thus: monitor and model system traffic. Extrapolate from trends 

over time in the extent of bursty loading spikes, to predict potential for system-excess loading spikes 

given general traffic growth rates. Estimate the margin for error by measuring error rates of previous 

predictions. Maintain safety margins by preparing an upgrade in server capacity when loading spike 

predictions consistently exceed the safety margin plus the margin for error. 
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4 TECHNOLOGY AND FEATURES 

In this chapter we will describe the developed content of the GMP solution beyond what has already 

been described – i.e. the features built on top of the development frameworks, and the technology 

built in-house to supplement that OTS framework tech. 

4.1 Website Framework Features 

Having made the case to use a framework, specifically Ruby on Rails, we will list some of the features 

it allowed us to implement. First is the list of pages or parts of pages currently ready: 

 

 Page Layouts (which can be themed): 

o Intro/Log in layout 

o Registration layout 

o Basic layout: Top and Bottom navigation bars, ‘wrapping’ the meta-game content of 

 Europe View (dynamic Flash) 

 Pilot view (dynamic Flash) 

 Mini-game list (dynamic Flash) 

 1 mini-game (dynamic Flash) 

 ‘Learn More’ page: energy-efficiency info contextualized to mini-game just 

played (static wiki-style page) 

 Quiz page (static wiki-style page) 

 Player account page (static wiki-style page) 

o Mini-game layout, with altered top bar to increase visual focus on the game 

 Admin panel (in fact a wiki-page), giving access to admin pages 

o CRUD pages for pilots 

o CRUD pages for mini-games 

o CRUD pages for mini-game descriptions 

o CRUD pages for users 

 Show all users 

 Add a new/artificial user (for testing or other purposes) 

o CRUD pages for wiki-pages 

o Pseudo-page for data exchange between Rails framework and mini-games 

 

Next is the list highlighting the major features currently implemented that are not already obvious 

from the list above. For convenience, a ball is used instead of a line to mark features that have been 

mostly taken care of by Rails, or a Rails plug-in (some of these are not crucial.) 

 

 Separate logic and appearance (MVC) 

 Theme template system (used for testing prototype templates, currently there is only one) 

 Translation system 
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 Localization: displaying currency, dates, errors, etc in the specified language (default errors 

have been already translated) 

 Check http-request headers for user's preferred language as given by the browser 

- Allow changing the language and save that choice in the session (so it doesn't obey the http 

headers with every page load) 

- Allow user to save the language in user's settings (changes the language when logging in) 

 Sessions stored in database. 

- Secure password saving with hashed password and salt 

- Simple wiki-style system that allows admin to create and edit static pages with an easy 

markup language for people who don't know HTML. 

- Wiki-system supports having the same page in different languages (if the page in the given 

language doesn't exist, defaults to English) 

- Show SWF-files in a way that: 

o Makes it easy to pass arguments to them 

o Evades the annoyance caused by the EOLAS patent 

o Does the previous in a way that doesn't break even when Javascript is disabled in 

the browser 

- User authentication: restricting the access to certain pages. 

 System supporting different possible future roles such as admin, pilot building admin, pilot 

building player, normal player 

- Validate all data from forms 

 Show errors in a user-friendly manner when data is invalid (highlighting the label and the 

field of the form.) 

- Mini-game descriptions supporting languages 

 Protect from SQL injections 

 Protect from Cross-site request forgery 

- Protect from HTML injections (Cross-site scripting, etc) 

- Check for invalid POST and GET parameters (such as manually specifying the language to 

something not selectable from the form) 

 Easily deployable cross-database scheme (just run schema.rb on a server to create all the 

needed tables) 

 Add new objects with default CRUD methods 

- Allow changing server (even to a subdirectory) and database without any changes in code, 

only configuration files and installations 

- Features that don't have their own page but might: logging out, destroying users, mini-

games, pages, descriptions, etc 

 Console for interacting with the server from the command-line 

- Database level constraints such as foreign keys and unique indexes for double security (in 

addition to the user-friendly validations Rails already has) 

- Theme-system (although not user friendly, since it might not be implemented in the final 

version) 

 Testing framework ready to use and simple automatically created tests 
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4.2 Technologies Developed 

Although in the context of the project it was preferred to use mostly OTS toolsets, middleware and 

libraries to service the game development, several components needed to be developed due to their 

limited OTS availability or quality. Most of the bespoke technology was developed in the context of 

the Flex mini-games. Items 3.1.3 to 3.1.6 below were developed specifically for the Dash game 

engine. This isometric perspective
6
 engine was developed in-house to allow pseudo-simulation mini-

games to be developed, in case extremely life-like lessons were desired to be taught through the 

medium of the mini-games. 

4.2.1 XML Parsing 

A package was developed for reading in and embedding the xml files that specify appliances and 

other energy-using objects. Each appliance is described in its own xml file, and the package reads all 

the files, converts them and gives back a packed together, ready to use format. 

4.2.2 Image Resource Library 

This library holds the functionality to produce the uniform graphical elements and animations used 

in every game. These functions can be called whenever a specific design element is needed. For 

example, writing text (e.g. “Round 1”) on the screen with an animated fade-in fade-out background 

would invoke a call to this library. 

4.2.3 Particle System 

A particle system was created to accommodate special effects. This particle system is usable across 

mini-games, as it renders in 2D. Particle effects were mainly used to illustrate electricity usage as 

wasteful or non-wasteful in a graphical way, with different particles to signify positive or negative. 

4.2.4 Pathfinding 

In the Dash game engine, a dynamic pathfinding system was developed to allow characters to 

navigate correctly through complex maps at the click of the mouse. The algorithm used was A* (Ae 

star), which is an optimal search algorithm across a 2 dimensional data landscape such as a map. 

4.2.5 Lighting system 

Since lights are essential to the Dash game, a robust lighting system was implemented. It makes a 

fast but crude tile-level simulation of lighting using a two dimensional ray tracing followed by a 

                                                           
6
 Isometric projection is a form of graphical projection, more specifically, a form of axonometric projection. It 

is a method of visually representing three-dimensional objects in two dimensions, in which the three coordinate 

axes appear equally foreshortened and the angles between any two of them are 120 degrees. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_games_with_isometric_graphics 
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smoothening pass for emulating indirect illumination. The non-player characters act based on the 

illumination level of the tile they are positioned in. 

4.2.6 Agent Behaviours 

In order to have believable behaviour from multiple non-players characters acting independently at 

once, it was necessary to create a simple agent architecture. The agents ‘own’ particular areas of the 

game map (e.g. their offices), they interact with appliances (e.g. turning them on or simulating 

work), and they obey a schedule that simulates the timeline of the working day. 

4.3 OTS Tech 

Several third party libraries and development tools were used. Two of some importance are listed 

separately below, while the rest are as follows: 

 de.polygonal.ds.PriorityQueue - Priority queue used in the A* path finding and handling the 

rendering order in the main drawing loop  

 lt.uza.utils.Global - Library for handling a global variables, related to the console: 

 lt.uza.utils.Console - Debugging console for displaying and modifying data while running. 

 com.victordramba.debug.Debugger - ANOTHER debugging console, for ... historical reasons 

(Their features aren't fully overlapping.) 

 com.gsolo.encryption.SHA1 - SHA-1 hash algorithm for (more) secure data exchange 

between the SWF and server  

 com.probertson.utils.GZIPBytesEncoder - Gzip algorithm used in reading compressed map 

data in the map files  

 info.heriet.images.PNGDecoder - PNG decoder for reading embedded PNG files in the map 

files 

4.3.1 Map files 

For creating maps/levels for the Dash game, an open-source Map-editor called Tiled was used. The 

Dash engine can read its XML-based map format, including support for embedded Base64 encoded 

PNG tile images, multi-layer Gzip-compressed map information and meta-data for light, appliance 

and room placement. 

4.3.2 2D Flash Physics 

The 2D physics engine Box2DFlashAS3 2.0.1 was used in the mini-games ReNewer/ReCycler. 

Box2DFlashAS3 is an open source port of Erin Catto's powerful c++ physics library Box2D. It allows 

rendered 2D objects to be implemented as a fully realistic physical system, which gives great power 

to the game designer to create both simulations and compelling interactive experiences. 
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5 SOLUTION EVALUATION 

As development progresses towards full release and testing rounds (technical, alpha, beta) are 

completed, the results thereof will allow more in-depth evaluation of the selected architecture. This 

will be reported as addenda to the current document, and published privately online. 

 


